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1. Headline Findings 

Background to the Tourism Barometer 

The Fáilte Ireland Tourism Barometer is a survey of tourism businesses designed to 
provide insight into tourism performance for the year to date and prospects for the 

remainder of the year / for the following year. 

We received 817 responses to an online survey with tourism businesses in November 
2014 and conducted 150 top-up telephone interviews. We also conducted eight qualitative 

interviews with senior industry executives. More details on the methodology can be 
viewed in appendix 1. 

  

Business Sentiment Index (year to date and prospects for the year ahead) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Up 45 14 15 28 39 48 68 77 

Same 24 18 11 25 31 26 21 17 

Down 31 68 74 47 30 26 11  6 

Base: Accommodation Providers (weighted to available rooms) 
 

1.1 Sentiment among paid serviced accommodation operators has improved 
significantly every year since 2009. The outlook for the immediate future is 
very positive. 

 
Excellent year for the paid serviced accommodation sector 

1.2 The paid serviced accommodation (PSA) sector has enjoyed an excellent year 
in 2014. Most (79%) PSA businesses1 report an increase in visitor volumes 
this year. 

1.3 The success of PSA businesses is seen across the board among hotels (82% 
report increased visitors), guesthouses (73% are up) and B&Bs (60% are up). 
The results are especially encouraging for B&Bs, as this sector endured the 
most difficult time of any accommodation sector during the recession. 

1.4 PSA results are significantly up in both the domestic market (where 67% of 
businesses report increased visitors this year) and the overseas market 
(where 71% are up). 2014 has seen a much welcomed return of British visitors 
after a long period of indifferent results. The majority (61%) of PSA businesses 
have had more visitors from Britain than last year. 

                                                 
 
 
1 PSA results are weighted in accordance with the available rooms in the hotel, guesthouse and B&B sectors 
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Good year for self-catering 

1.5 The self-catering sector has seen encouraging results in 2014. Close to half 
(45%) have received more visitors this year than last year, and a further third 
(34%) have had around the same number. 

1.6 The key to the sector’s good performance this year is the growth in overseas 
business. Over half (54%) of self-catering operators have experienced 
increased visitor levels compared to last year; all four major overseas markets 
(Britain, France, Germany, North America) have seen upturns. 

 
Hostels performing well 

1.7 More than half (56%) of hostels have had more visitors than last year. The 
French and German markets have influenced this increase, with three in five 
(59%) hostels receiving more French visitors and a similar proportion (56%) 
receiving more German visitors. 

 
High footfall at Ireland’s visitor attractions 

1.8 The majority (62%) of attractions have seen their visitors increase in 2014. 
The domestic market has performed well, with about half (53%) of attractions 
welcoming more domestic visitors and many others (36%) achieving the same 
level. 

 
Tourists are eating out 

1.9 The restaurant sector has experienced a very encouraging 2014 following a 
number of challenging years during the recession. Two in three (66%) 
restaurants have seen their tourism customer levels increase. 

1.10 North American and British visitors are significant in this result, with most 
(72%) restaurants seeing increased American customers and a similar 
proportion (67%) experiencing an upturn in British customers. 

 
High optimism for 2015 

1.11 The success of 2014 is expected to continue into 2015. Most (82%) PSA 
businesses expect to receive more visitors next year than this year, and all 
other industry sectors also expect to be up. 

1.12 The maintenance of the VAT rate at 9% is crucial for hotels and restaurants in 
particular. The vast majority (86%) of hotels and a similar proportion (81%) of 
restaurants state this as a positive factor likely to affect their business in 2015.   
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2.  Qualitative Findings 
We have conducted eight depth interviews with industry leaders (see appendix 1 for 
more details). The main findings from these interviews are discussed below. 

 
The British are back 

2.1 2014 has seen a very welcome upturn in overseas visitors coming to Ireland. 
The British market is very important to Ireland’s tourism industry, and following 
a number of disappointing years, the British are finally coming back again in 
numbers. The weakness of the euro against the pound is thought to be one of 
the causes. 

“We’ve seen an 8% growth in visitors from Britain this year” 

“UK bookings are starting to come in now for 2015, which hasn’t happened for 
a long time. That’s a good indication. They are the market which used to book 

well in advance and they are starting to do it again now.” 

“The strength of the euro has helped the UK” 
 

Another good year for the North American market 

2.2 2013 was a very good year for the North American market, and 2014 has seen 
increased visitors on top of that level again. The American football match (the 
‘Croke Park Classic’ in Dublin in August) is thought to have helped, and other 
respondents suggest that upturn in the US and Canadian economies has also 
been a positive factor. Increased air capacity has also helped. 

“Things are picking up because overseas economies are good – especially 
USA and Canada” 

“Competitiveness on pricing for North American air travel, and better access” 
 

Wild Atlantic Way is a strong offering to go out and sell 

2.3 Businesses have welcomed the development, branding and promotion of the 
Wild Atlantic Way. It has given them focus when selling Ireland. Businesses 
on the eastern side of the country are now eager to see their own branding 
initiative launched. 

“The Wild Atlantic Way is a good message, particularly to Europe” 

“Initiatives like the Wild Atlantic Way will drive people to put us on their ‘bucket 
list’. But there is frustration in the south east that they haven’t had their 

package yet. Same in the north east.” 
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Business tourism is finally picking up again 

2.4 Business tourism was hit particularly hard during the years of the financial 
crisis as companies sought to save costs wherever they reasonably could. 

2.5 2014 has seen a much more positive performance from the MICE2 market, 
and the immediate future is expected to be even better. 

“MICE is better, and more positive results are expected for the next couple of 
years. It all seems to be coming back.” 

 
Better performance means that businesses can start investing again 

2.6 One of the ways in which some tourism businesses ‘rode the storm’ of the 
financial crisis was to cut costs and stop investing in their product. The 
welcome increase in cash flow this year has given businesses the freedom to 
start investing again. 

“We’ve seen investment in refurbishment of rooms because of increased cash 
flow. There is increased employment and also investment in marketing.” 

 
It’s all looking much more positive now 

2.7 There is a general sense of relief that Ireland’s difficult years are in the past 
now, and operators can breathe a bit more easily. 

“Ireland is starting to get its mojo back a little bit compared to three to four 
years ago” 

 
Even Christmas parties are back on the agenda 

“Employers are beginning to have Christmas parties again. There’s a sense 
that people no longer have to be seen to be saving.”    

 

                                                 
 
 
2 Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Events 
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3. Overall Visitor Volumes in 2014 and Expectations 
In this section we discuss the performance this year and expectations for the industry 

overall. More detailed results by market for each individual sector are discussed in 
subsequent chapters. 

 

Overall visitor volumes in 2014 
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Q2 "How did the volume of your overall business in 
2014 compare with last year?"

Up on 2013 Same as 2013 Down on 2013

 
In all charts, ‘don’t know’ or ‘not applicable’ answers to the question have been excluded and the percentages re-
based. Results are split by sector and ordered by proportion answering an increase in numbers (shown in green). 

 
In addition to the individual sector results, the last bar on each chart in this section shows weighted results for the paid 

serviced accommodation sector; these figures have been derived from the hotel, guesthouse and B&B results, with 
weightings applied in accordance with each sector’s share of total bedrooms within paid serviced accommodation. 

 
Successful year for Ireland’s tourism industry 

3.1 2014 has been a very successful year for the tourism industry. All sectors 
report higher visitor volumes than last year. 

3.2 Hotels are the top performing sector in terms of increased visitor volumes, with 
the vast majority (82%) reporting to be up on last year. There has been a 
strong feeling of optimism this year. 

“General optimism, excellent local network” 
Hotel 

 

Base: 777 
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Overseas visitors key to the industry’s performance this year 

3.3 Much of the industry’s success this year is due to a very buoyant overseas 
market, which all sectors have benefitted from, especially hotels and 
restaurants. Most (76%) restaurants have had more customers from overseas 
this year, and a similar proportion (72%) of hotels have welcomed more 
overseas visitors. 

3.4 The British and American markets have been particularly strong this year. The 
majority (61%) of PSA operators are up on British visitors, and a similar 
proportion (59%) have had more North American visitors. 

“Access from the States is a positive factor” 
Hotel 

 

Expectations for 2015 
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Q8 "How do you expect the volume of your overall 
business to perform in 2015 compared to this year?"

Up on 2014 Same as 2014 Down on 2014

 
 

2015 is expected to be even better 

3.5 The increasing visitor volumes are expected to continue next year, with the 
majority of businesses in every sector expecting increased levels again in 
2015. Some sectors (hotels and attractions) do not have a single respondent 
in their sample expecting to be down next year. 

 

Base: 593 
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Expectations lie in Britain and North America 

3.6 As in 2014, the key English-speaking markets, Britain and North America, are 
expected to contribute significantly to visitor volumes next year. The majority 
(60%) of PSA businesses expect to be up on British visitors, and a similar 
proportion (55%) are expecting more North American visitors.  
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4. Hotels 
In this and the following sections we discuss each sector in turn in terms of performance 

and expectations, starting with hotels. 
 

Hotel visitor volumes 
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Both the domestic and overseas markets strong this year for hotels  

4.1 The hotel sector has performed the strongest of any sector this year in terms 
of increased visitor levels. The domestic and overseas markets have both 
performed very well. 

 
Access from North America is very important 

4.2 The North American market has been strong this year, with the majority (62%) 
of hotels reporting increased visitors. Some comment that access has been 
improved, and this is key to increased volumes. 

“Access and price are key factors to overseas visitor success” 
Hotel    

 
 

 

Base: 93 
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Hotel average room yield and profitability 
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Profitability continues to increase 

4.3 Recent barometer surveys have seen profitability returning to the hotel 
industry, and this survey sees the trend continuing, with three in four (76%) 
reporting increased average room yield and a similar proportion (75%) 
reporting increased profitability. This is in spite of some operators commenting 
on increasing cost pressure. 

“Local authority charges are way too high. Wage demands as the cost of living 
increases are also a concern.” 

Hotel 

  

Base: 89 
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Hotel visitor types (Ireland market) 
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Up significantly Up slightly Same Down slightly Down significantly

 
 

All visitor types on the increase in 2014 

4.4 The increasing visitor levels in the hotel sector this year are reflected across 
all visitor types, from leisure to corporate to special events. 

4.5 The corporate market is on the up again this year following a number of 
challenging years during the recession. Businesses welcome this turnaround 
of fortune. 

 
 

  

Base: 89 
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Hotel expectations 
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High hopes for 2015 

4.6 The success enjoyed in 2014 is expected to continue in 2015. Much 
expectation lies in the overseas market, with two in three (67%) hotels 
predicting increased visitors again next year. Sentiment towards the British 
market is high, with two in three (65%) hotels expecting increased visitors next 
year, and the remainder (35%) expecting the same level. 

 
Maintenance of 9% VAT rate is considered very important 

4.7 The vast majority (86%) of hotels consider maintenance of the 9% VAT rate as 
an influential positive factor on their performance next year. This is higher than 
any other factor. 

“Retention of the 9% VAT rate is essential” 
Hotel 

 
Overseas visitor access is also important 

4.8 Over half (55%) of hotels say that improved overseas visitor access will be a 
positive factor on their performance next year. 

“As an island, we are only as good as the access which is provided for our 
overseas visitors” 

Hotel 
 
 

 

Base: 85 
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5. Guesthouses 

Guesthouse visitor volumes 
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Very good year for guesthouses 

5.1 The guesthouse sector has enjoyed a very good year, with most (73%) 
businesses increasing their visitor levels. This is very positive news for the 
sector, which was among the most challenged sectors during the financial 
crisis years. 

“The overall economy is up” 
Guesthouse 

 
Strength of the overseas market 

5.2 The increase in overseas visitors lies behind the success of the guesthouse 
sector this year. The North American market has performed very well, with 
about half (53%) of guesthouses reporting increased visitors. 

“A lot of overseas marketing has resulted in more business” 
Guesthouse 

 

Base: 99 
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Profitability is up too 

5.3 In spite of reported increasing cost pressure, half (51%) of guesthouses have 
managed to increase their profitability this year, and a third (33%) have 
achieved the same level. 

 

Guesthouse expectations 
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High expectations for 2015  

5.4 Guesthouse operators are feeling very optimistic about next year. About two in 
three (63%) expect to have more visitors next year, and only a very small 
minority (2%) expect fewer visitors. 

5.5 The overseas market is key to high expectations next year, with the majority 
(70%) of operators expecting to be up. European markets have been 
mentioned in comments made.  

“Europe is looking very strong for next year. Lots of French, Spanish, 
Portuguese and Italians, which has a lot to do with flights to Shannon.” 

Guesthouse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Base: 81 
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6. B&Bs 

B&B visitor volumes 
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B&Bs have enjoyed a good year 

6.1 The B&B sector endured the most challenging time of any accommodation 
sector during the financial crisis, but 2014 has brought very positive news, with 
the majority (60%) increasing their visitor levels.  

6.2 The fine summer weather has been influential this year. 

“Good weather in 2014” 
B&B 

“The results of The Gathering are very evident; we had two great summers 
and all visitors go home to spread the word about Ireland” 

B&B 
 

Mainland Europe has performed very well this year 

6.3 As is the case in the hotel and guesthouse sectors, B&Bs have seen 
increased overseas visitors this year. In contrast though, a higher proportion of 
B&Bs mention increases from mainland Europe rather than Britain and North 
America. Three in five (59%) B&Bs have had more visitors from Germany this 
year, and half (49%) are up on French visitors. 

 

Base: 235 
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“Improving economy in Europe” 
B&B 

6.4 Comments have been made by businesses in the west of Ireland on the 
influence of increased flights to Shannon airport and the promotion of the Wild 
Atlantic Way. 

“Vital for the Mid West and West that Shannon airport continues to grow its 
numbers” 

B&B 

“The drive through the Wild Atlantic Way” 
B&B 

 

B&B expectations 
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Optimism for 2015 

6.5 Two in three (66%) B&Bs expect to have more visitors in 2015, and the 
overseas market is key to this. 

“Continued promotion of the Wild Atlantic Way is a must and if done well, it will 
help all businesses in the region” 

B&B 

“Canadian connection from Nova Scotia to Dublin brought a huge increase in 
Canadian visitors to me in 2014 and that will continue in 2015” 

B&B 
 
 
 

Base: 160 
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7. Self-catering 

Self-catering visitor volumes 
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Good year on the whole for self-catering 

7.1 The self-catering sector has not enjoyed quite the same high level of success 
this year compared to the serviced accommodation sectors, but nevertheless 
visitor levels are up. 

7.2 As in serviced accommodation, the overseas market is largely behind the 
overall increase in visitor levels, with over half (54%) of operators reporting 
increases on 2013. 

“Particular events such as The Gathering are positive” 
Self-catering 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Base: 191 
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Self-catering expectations 
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2015 looking much more positive 

7.3 The picture for 2015 is looking a lot brighter than 2014, with most (71%) 
operators expecting to increase their visitors. 

7.4 Repeat visitors are very important in this sector. The vast majority (82%) of 
operators expect repeat visitors to be a positive factor on performance in 
2015. 

7.5 Two in three (65%) say their own marketing will have a positive influence, and 
two in five (41%) expect marketing by local or national tourists boards to be a 
positive factor next year. 

“The establishment of Leitrim Tourism Network will have a very positive effect 
on my business due to collaborative marketing” 

Self-catering 
 

Weather-dependence of the domestic market 

7.6 The domestic market is also expected to be up next year, although some 
operators comment on the weather-dependence of Irish holiday-makers. 

“Good weather is obviously a big factor for the Irish people holidaying in 
Ireland” 

Self-catering 
 
 
 
 
 

Base: 130 
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8. Hostels 

Hostel visitor volumes 
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Good year overall for hostels 

8.1 The hostel sector has performed well in 2014, with over half (56%) of 
businesses increasing their visitor numbers. The domestic and overseas 
markets have both performed well. 

“Customer service is in general improving and as long as we remain friendly 
and approachable, we will benefit” 

Hostel 

“There are positive changes within hostels and potential customers’ 
perceptions of them” 

Hostel 
 

French and German markets strong this year 

8.2 The French and German markets are both important for the hostel sector, and 
both have performed well in 2014. Three in five (59%) hostels have had more 
visitors from France this year, and a similar proportion (56%) have seen 
growth in visitors from Germany. 

 
 
 

Base: 39 
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Hostel expectations 
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2015 is expected to be even better 

8.3 Optimism for 2015 is high, with two in three (67%) hostels expecting more 
visitors than this year. All markets are expected to perform well. 

“A lot depends on the weather. We had a good year this year due to good 
weather and a very positive response to the Irish Times competition in 2013. 
The Wild Atlantic Way helped as well. Some of the latter should be a factor in 

2015.” 
Hostel 

 

Base: 30 
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9. Attractions 

Attraction visitor volume 
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Busy attractions 

9.1 Attractions have been busy this year, with nearly two in three (62%) receiving 
more visitors than last year. 

9.2 The domestic market is important for the attractions sector, and this has 
performed well in 2014. 

“There is a growth in interest in the Irish language. We are situated in a 
Gaeltacht and that is very much part of our ethos – using the language.” 

Attraction 

“Good dry sunny weather” 
Attraction 

 
Profitability is much improved this year 

9.3 The attractions sector has enjoyed improved profitability this year following 
some challenging years trying to cover costs during the financial crisis. Two in 
five (42%) attractions have had increased profitability this year, and about half 
(47%) have had the same level. Only a minority (11%) report a decrease. 

“Visitors are spending more” 
Attraction 

Base: 82 
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Attraction expectations 
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Exciting prospects for next year 

9.4 Expectations for 2015 are highly positive. No respondent expects to be down 
on visitor numbers next year, and the majority (62%) expect to be up. 

 
Much is expected from own marketing activities 

9.5 The attractions sector is particularly reliant on its own marketing compared to 
other industry sectors. The majority (72%) of attractions say they expect their 
own marketing to be a positive factor on performance next year. 

“Special promotion in Scotland and in Irish schools” 
Attraction 

“Next year we have a sailing event running here which will bring people in” 
Attraction 

“Our Ecotourism networking will help to increase visitor numbers” 
Attraction 
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10. Restaurants 

Restaurant visitor volumes 

 

76%

27%
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66%
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15%
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18%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Restaurant visitor volumes by market

Up on 2013 Same as 2013 Down on 2013

 
Restaurants invited to take part in the Barometer are in areas of high tourism footfall, and 

respondents have been asked to answer questions in the context of their tourism, i.e. non-local, 
business 

 
Encouraging turnaround for restaurants this year 

10.1 The restaurant sector has enjoyed a good year in terms of tourist customers. 
Two in three (66%) restaurants have experienced increased volume in tourism 
custom. This is a promising recovery following a number of challenging years 
during the financial crisis. 

 
Profitability is healthier than last year 

10.2 One of the ways in which the restaurant sector was hit during the financial 
crisis was that customers spent less than usual. Profitability seems to be 
returning now though, as half (50%) of businesses report increased 
profitability compared to last year. Some comments also suggest that 
customers might be spending more again. 

“Our tourist customers have a more positive outlook and therefore tend to 
spend well!” 
Restaurant 
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Restaurant expectations 
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Very promising year ahead 

10.3 The turnaround in business experienced by the restaurant sector this year is 
expected to continue into next year. 

10.4 A crucial issue for the sector though is that although they are expecting a 
higher volume of customers next year, there are still challenges to make a 
profit because of various rising costs they have to contend with. Maintenance 
of the 9% VAT rate appears to be crucial to the sector. 

“High labour costs and labour taxes, high food costs” 
Restaurant 

“Taxes and overheads far too high, which limits profitability” 
Restaurant 

“9% [VAT] to remain ... we must be competitive with other countries” 
Restaurant 
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11. Performance by Region 
Here we discuss the performance by region for the PSA sector 
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Performance by region (PSA only)
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Possible effect of the Wild Atlantic Way 

11.1 All regions of Ireland have performed well this year, with each seeing the 
majority of PSA businesses increasing their visitor levels. 

11.2 Dublin has been extremely strong this year, with almost all (99%) weighted 
PSA businesses increasing their visitor levels (this is largely due to the strong 
performance of hotels, which carry a significant weighting in the results). 

11.3 Outside of Dublin, there is a noticeable difference between the western 
regions (North West, West, Shannon, South West), where very few PSA 
businesses (2%) are down this year, and the eastern regions (South East, 
East & Midlands), where one in six (17%) businesses are down. 

11.4 Comments from some businesses on the western side of Ireland suggest that 
the development and promotion of the Wild Atlantic Way has had a significant 
impact on performance. 

“We found lots of our prospective customers headed to the Wild Atlantic Way” 
Self-catering, East & Midlands 

“The Wild Atlantic Way has resulted in more business” 
Guesthouse, Shannon 
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12. Employment Levels 

Changes in employment levels 
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Seasonal
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Full time

Q11 "Thinking about the number of staff that you 
employed in 2014 ... were the numbers up, down or the 
same for each type of employee compared to last year?"

Up on last year Same as last  year Down on last year

 
In the above results, businesses which are solely run by the proprietors are excluded 

 
Hotels and restaurants are taking on staff 

12.1 Employment in the tourism industry has seen some increase this year, 
especially in part time and seasonal positions. 

12.2 Hotels and restaurants are among the top performing sectors this year, and 
this shows in the changing employment levels. These two sectors have seen 
the most businesses increasing staff levels in every type of position (full time, 
part time, seasonal). 

12.3 26% of hotels and 22% of restaurants have taken on more full time staff this 
year, which is much higher than any other sector, although some sectors are 
comprised of smaller businesses, where taking on more full time positions is a 
significant step to take. 

12.4 Likewise in part time employment, 44% of hotels and 39% of restaurants have 
increased their staff levels – way ahead of all other sectors. 
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13. Positive Factors in 2015 
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Q12 "Which, if any, of the following positive factors are 
likely to affect your business next year, 2015?" 

(PROMPTED)

 
 

Repeat visitors are very important to the industry 

13.1 As is usually the case in the barometer surveys, more respondents state 
‘repeat visitors’ as a positive factor likely to influence their business than any 
other factor. 

13.2 Repeat visitors are particularly important to the sectors containing 
predominantly smaller businesses such as guesthouses, hostels and self-
catering. 

“We will continue to give a good service with increased value for money and 
are looking forward to many repeat visitors” 

Self-catering 
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Maintenance of the 9% VAT rate 

13.3 About half (52%) of respondents say that maintenance of the 9% VAT rate is a 
likely positive factor on their business next year. This varies by sector, 
presumably because some smaller businesses (especially B&Bs and self-
catering) are below the VAT threshold. 

13.4 Maintaining the 9% rate appears to be most critical to the hotel and restaurant 
sectors. Nearly all (86%) hotels and most (81%) restaurants have stated it as 
a positive factor. 

“VAT must remain at 9%” 
Restaurant 

“It is very important for our business to keep the VAT rate at 9%” 
Restaurant 

 
The Wild Atlantic Way – highly positive feedback 

13.5 According to businesses, the Wild Atlantic Way appears to have had a 
significant effect on performance and is expected to continue that way. 

13.6 Obviously results vary by location. Two in three (64%) businesses on the 
western side of the country state the Wild Atlantic Way as a likely positive 
factor next year, compared to 10% of businesses on the eastern side of the 
country. 

“Wild Atlantic Way has been an absolute gem” 
Guesthouse 
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14. Issues of Concern in 2015 
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Q14 "Which, if any, of the following issues of concern 
are likely to affect your business next year, 2015?" 

(PROMPTED)

 
 

The cost of running a tourism business 

14.1 While 2014 has been an excellent year for the industry and 2015 is expected 
to be even better in terms of visitor levels, the industry is still challenged by 
rising operating costs.  

14.2 Fuel and energy costs remain the highest individual concern, with more than 
half (56%) of operators stating this. It is more of a concern among smaller 
businesses (70% of guesthouses, 67% of hostels and 62% of B&Bs). 

 
Low-priced competition 

14.3 Low-priced competition continues to be a significant concern in all sectors 
apart from attractions. The concern is greater among smaller businesses in 
sectors unable to cross-subsidise their revenue. 
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“Some hotels offer below cost rooms in order to maintain cash flow through 
the bars and restaurants. Registered B&Bs are not able to compete with this 

market.” 
B&B 

 
Concerns over the economy are easing off now 

14.4 Operators concerned about the state of the economy are now in the minority. 
Two in five (41%) are concerned about the state of the global economy in 
2015, which compares to 53% this time last year. Just over a third (36%) of 
operators are concerned about the state of the national economy, which 
compares to 52% this time last year. 
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15. Appendix 1 – Background and Methodology 

Background and Objectives 

15.1 The Fáilte Ireland Tourism Barometer is a survey of tourism businesses 
designed to provide insight into tourism performance for the year to date and 
prospects for the remainder of the season or coming year. It has been 
conducted regularly since 1999. 

15.2 In March 2013, Strategic Marketing, an independent research agency, was 
commissioned to continue conducting the survey for three years. 

15.3 Fieldwork for this third wave in 2014 took place between 19th November and 
4th December. The objectives were to measure: 

 Business performance in 2014 in terms of visitor volume – overall and 
by key markets – and profitability 

 Average room yield (hotels) 

 Visitor volume expectations for 2015 

 Positive factors and issues of concern affecting business 
 

Methodology 

15.4 The methodology used was a combination of an online survey and telephone 
interviews. 

15.5 Fáilte Ireland and Strategic Marketing worked together to produce a 
questionnaire for online and telephone interviewing. A copy of the 
questionnaire is included in appendix 2. 

15.6 Fáilte Ireland provided a database of 3,278 usable contacts (i.e. not opted out) 
for the survey spread across seven industry sectors (discussed under 
‘sampling’ below). An email was sent to all contacts on the database 
containing a link to the online survey and an explanation of the survey 
objectives. Two subsequent reminder emails were sent to non-responders. 

15.7 A total of 667 responses were received to the online survey – a response rate 
of 20%.  

15.8 Following this, we conducted 150 ‘top-up’ interviews by telephone with non-
responders in order to improve the robustness of their individual sample sizes 
so that results can be reported by sector. Interviews were conducted in 
daytime and evening hours with business owners or managers. 
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Sampling 

15.9 The table below shows the sample split by sector and interview methodology: 
 

Sector Online 
responses 

Telephone 
top-ups 

Total sample 
size 

Hotels 90 5 95 

Guesthouses 48 52 100 

Bed & Breakfast 254 - 254 

Self-catering 158 43 201 

Hostels 29 13 42 

Attractions 54 29 83 

Restaurants 34 8 42 

Total 667 150 817 
 

Interviews for Contextual Background 

15.10 In a separate exercise, we conducted eight qualitative telephone interviews 
with senior executives in key organisations. The purpose of these interviews 
was to provide a contextual background to the quantitative findings, and this is 
given in section 2 before the findings to the main quantitative survey.  



  
  
 
 Appendix 2 – Copy of Questionnaire
 
 Which of the following best describes your business type? (TICK ONE ONLY) 
  Hotel .....................................................................................................................................
  Guesthouse ............................................................................................................................
  Bed & Breakfast.......................................................................................................................
  Self catering ............................................................................................................................
  Hostel ....................................................................................................................................
  Attraction ................................................................................................................................
  Restaurant ..............................................................................................................................
 
 
 Please note that the following questions refer to your accommodation business only
 
 
 

Please note that the following questions refer to your tourism business only, i.e. non-local customers

 
Q1 Has your business been established since before the start of 2013?
  Yes ............................................................ Go to Q2

  No ............................................................. Go to Q12

 
Q2 How did the volume of your overall business in 2014 compare with last year? 
  Up on 2013 ..................................................  
  Same as 2013 ..............................................  
  Down on 2013 ..............................................  
  Don't know ..................................................  
 
Q3 How did the volume of your overall business in 2014 compare with 2013 from each of the following 

markets? (N.B. If you never receive visitors from a particular market on the list then please tick 
'not applicable') 

  Up on 2013 Same as 2013 Down on 2013  Don't know Not applicable

 Republic of Ireland volume    
 Northern Ireland volume    
 Overseas volume    
 
Q4 Looking at your overseas business in more detail, how did the volume of your business in 2014 

compare with last year from each of the following markets? (N.B. If you never receive visitors from 
a particular market on the list then please tick 'not applicable')

  Up on 2013 Same as 2013 Down on 2013  Don't know Not applicable

 Great Britain volume    
 France volume    
 Germany volume    
 North America volume    
 
Q5 How did your overall profitability in 2014 compare with last year?
  Up on 2013 ..................................................  
  Same as 2013 ..............................................  
  Down on 2013 ..............................................  
  Don't know ..................................................  
 



 
Q6 (HOTELS) How did your average room yield to date in 2014 compare with last year? 
  Up on 2013 ..................................................  
  Same as 2013 ..............................................  
  Down on 2013 ..............................................  
  Don't know ..................................................  
 
 
Q7 (HOTELS) Thinking about your Ireland market business to date this year, how have each of the 

following performed compared with last year?
  Up 

significantly
Up slightly Same Down 

slightly
 Down 
significantly  

Don't know Not 
applicable

 Weekend breaks      
 Mid-week breaks      
 General leisure      
 Business/corporate      
 Special events      
 
Q8 How do you expect the volume of your overall business to perform in 2015 compared to this year?
  Up on 2013 ..................................................  
  Same as 2013 ..............................................  
  Down on 2013 ..............................................  
  Don't know ..................................................  
 
Q9 How do you expect the volume of your overall business to perform in 2015 compared to 2014 from 

each of the following markets? 
  Up on 2014 Same as 2014 Down on 2014  Don't know Not applicable

 Republic of Ireland expectations    
 Northern Ireland expectations    
 Overseas expectations    
 
Q10 How do you expect the volume of your overseas business to perform in 2015 compared to this 

year from each of the following markets?
  Up on 2014 Same as 2014 Down on 2014  Don't know Not applicable

 Great Britain expectations    
 France expectations    
 Germany expectations    
 North America expectations    
 
Q11 Thinking about the number of staff that you employed in 2014, that is full time, part time and 

seasonal, were the numbers up, down or the same for each type of employee compared to last 
year? 
(N.B. If you don't currently employ a particular type of employee on the list and didn't last year 
either, please use the 'not applicable' option)

  Up on last year Same as last 
year

Down on last 
year

 Don't know Not applicable

 Full time staff    
 Part time staff    
 Seasonal staff    
 



 
Q12 Which, if any, of the following positive factors are likely to affect your business next year, 2015?  

 
(TICK ALL THAT APPLY. IF THERE ARE NONE, PLEASE ANSWER 'NONE' BELOW.)  

  Own marketing .............................................  
  Marketing by local or national tourist boards .......  
  Improved overseas visitor access to Ireland........  
  Local events ................................................  
  Repeat visitors .............................................  
  Irish people holidaying in Ireland ......................  
  The Wild Atlantic Way ....................................  
  Maintenance of 9% VAT rate ...........................  
  Abolition of airport tax ....................................  
  Improved value for money ...............................  
  Improved economic environment ......................  
  Other ..........................................................  
  None ..........................................................  
 
 Are there any other positive factors likely to affect your business in 2015 which you would like to comment 

on? 
 ______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________
 
Q14 Which, if any, of the following issues of concern are likely to affect your business next year, 2015? 

 
(TICK ALL THAT APPLY. IF THERE ARE NONE, PLEASE ANSWER 'NONE' BELOW)  

  State of the national economy ..........................  
  State of the global economy ............................  
  Perception of poor value for money in Ireland .....  
  Low-priced competition ..................................  
  Fuel and energy costs ....................................  
  Other operating costs (besides fuel and energy) ..  
  Lack of bookings...........................................  
  Visitors spending less ....................................  
  Overseas visitor access to Ireland ....................  
  Unapproved accommodation operators .............  
  Other ..........................................................  
  None ..........................................................  
 
 Are there any other issues of concern likely to affect your business in 2015 which you would like to 

comment on? 
 ______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________
 
 If you would like future surveys to be sent to an email address different from the one we used this 

time, please state the new email address below. Otherwise please leave the box blank. All 
information that is provided is strictly confidential and any contact details provided by you will 
only be used in administering the Tourism Barometer over the period 2014 - 2015. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________
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